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SUPPLIES: Coffee filters, watercolors,
paintbrush, water and scissors.

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the watercolors to
paint over the coffee filter on both sides,
making sure the watery paint saturates the
filter (but do not oversoak it). Fold the
coffee filter in half, then in half again.
Use scissors to cut small ovals, triangles
and slits at the side that is NOT the folding
side. Unfold and let dry.

Great for hand eye coordination and fine motor skills!
- Problem solving (sometimes the cotton balls don’t go in
exactly right and your child will have to figure out what to do)
- Measurement (this activity secretly works on capacity
– how to fill a container and how much it can hold)
Materials: Wide mouth plastic bottle, cotton balls,
construction paper or foam sheets, permanent marker.
Optional items: Wiggly eyes + glue and small tongs.
“Working to Fulfill the Five Promises for the Youth of Clarion County”

By: greenkidcrafts.com

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Math
Supplies: Heavy paper, glue, scissors & Q-tips
Instructions:
 Cut circles out of the paper. (Approx. 4” across)
 Next, design your snowflake. You can break or cut your Q-tips into various sizes to give your
snowflake a more intricate design.
 Once your snowflake is mapped out, begin gluing your Q-tips onto the paper.
 After everything is dried, you are ready to display your snowflakes!
.

TODDLERS ARE NOT:

SCHOLASTIC
Ask your Parent Educator
For a Book Flyer today!

Or order online at
clubs.scholastic.com
Teacher Code:GMM9J







Manipulating
Hateful
Out to get you
Mean
Bratty






Learning limits and boundaries.
Trying to understand how the world works.
Seeking connection.
Unable to regulate their emotions.

Use the maze to count from 1-20
and help the penguin find his friends
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Call Clarion County’s Promise at 814-223-1590
to schedule a FREE Car Seat Safety Check with a
National Child Passenger Safety Certified Technician.
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www.clarioncountyspromise.org
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